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At the close of the year 1956, reactor technology In the
free world had progressed to the point where there were several
experimental reactors in operation, one stationary reactor
power plant designed and used for the production of power
(Calder Hall), and a mobile reactor Installation in the sub-
marine EJSS Nautilus which had demonstrated its effectiveness
as a power plant by propelling the Nautilus for two years
without refueling. Despite the successes which have been at-
tained, many problems remain to be solved, and In on engineer-
ing field as young as that of nuclear engineering, there is
considerable room for Improved techniques.
Theoretically, there are several different radiations
which might escape froii a reactor Including alpha and beta
particles, protons, fission fragments, neutrons, and gamma rays
or x-rays. Since neutrons and gamma rays or x-rays are by far
the nost penetrating forms of radiation, preliminary considera-
tions in the design of a reactor shield are often limited to
the attenuation of these radiations to the desired level.
In the design of shields for stationary reactors, the
primary considerations are usually those of economy and avail-
ability of materials consistent with providing suitable radia-
tion protection for operating personnel* In spite of improved
designs leading to greater efficiency, reactor shields have

2become larger and more expensive In recent years* As a result,
they require greater space In buildings which are In themselves
more expensive, and t >ey are inconvenient for auxiliary ap-
paratus Bast be made to extend farther between radiated and
shielded locations*
In the design of mobile reactor shields, the controlling
desi gn criteria are those of weight sad sise which must be
kept to a minimum* These criteria aro perhaps aast irportant
In the aircraft ingastvy und to a&hievs fehls sad consideration
Is occasionally given to costly sjhS raths* ansassaon materials.
As a result, there Is a great deal of incentive to darelap the
best passible shield designs with perhaps the most pressing
requirements being those associated with mobile reactors.
One shield design which has bean proposed s?as based on
the principle of gamma ray reflection utilising many curved
elements to deflect the -a -ria radiation rather than absorb It.
T e purpose of tiiis Investigation was to exardne several dif-
ferent materials to determine whether gamma ray reflection does
occur in them to such an extent that large so la deflections
can be observed.

II. I -I' 'JBE
a great deal of in for.r^ .ion h&i *#aa published hq the
subject, of x-ray reflection vita ItM aatt*P«4 I tfOYttfttloa
relative to the applications of this principle* On the Othar
hand, very lifetla published Lnftonuttion Is &vallahle eonaara*
ing reflection of ,;;a. I IJjfi despil* the fiol that the
principle of inflection :>f
.
rays was utlllsfcd In 7 914 by
Rutherford tad indrads (1} la 63m Li t&oa of tha aave*
longths of gaai.ia rays* jvccordlngly, a ravlaw of the literature
with the iij';-ynt of briefly outlining the characteristic* of
x-rays and gararaa radiation vita aorae inalgat as to the present
and possible future applies ilona of the reflective nature of
the radiation was considered in order.
3o th anr-.a-rays and x-i*ays have been shown by experimonta-
tion to be electromagnetic radiations with identical properties
making it difficult to differentiate between the t*'o on the
basis of their properties. terms ga:rma-ray ^nd x-ray are
used primarily to distinguish bet,te. n the source of the rays;
gam.ia-rays bein
,
electromagnetic radiations which originate in
the nucleus as in the decay of a nucleus at an excited level
to its ground state, while x-rays are high- energy electro-
magnetic radiations vhiob result from jumps of extranuclear
electrons In atoms or which are produced by artificial sources
such as a Coolidpe tube or a betatron.

In 1895 Wilhelra Conrad Roentgen (2a) discovered x-rays
when he found that the operation of a cathode ray tube pro-
duced fluorescence in a platinum-barium-cyanide screen
placed so-ne distance from the tube. He traced the source of
rays which caused the fluorescence to the walls of the cathode
ray tube and in his first communications he reported that x-
rays were produced when the cathode rays struck any solid ob-
ject* By interposing various thicknesses of many substances
between the tube and the screen he found that intensity of
fluorescence was reduced but not completely obliterated and
concluded as a rooult of hit expa^V writ,a fcio: that all sub-
stances were more or loss transparent to x-rays. He also
found that x-ray3 could expose a photographic plate, and dis-
charge negatively or positively charged bodies, but were not
deflected by a magnetic field. Roetgen tried unsuccessfully
to confirm phenomena of refraction, diffraction, and reflection
of x-rays bub in 1899 Haga and ind (2b) succeeded in obtaining
a diffraction pattern and in 1923 Compton (3a) first observed
the phenomena of total reflection, in the report of his work,
Compton noted that although previous attempts to measure index
of refraction of different substances of x-raya had failed,
deviations from Bragg f s equation (which gives the condition
for reflection of x-rays from a series of atomic planes) had
been observed initially by Stenstrom (3b) using wavelengths
greater than 2.5 Angstroms. Other physicists had also

noticed that the wavelengths calculated from measurements in
the different orders of reflection did not exactly agree with
each other and stenstrora concluded that the aipsi 1 initial
ovidonce ' „dicate.i annreciable refraction of the x-rays,
Onrapton reasoned that for the caso of ordinary x-rays traversing
tatter composed of I lit ator/is, the frequency of the radiation
is c n slderably higher than the natural frequency of the
electrons and thus the fjrude-Lorontz equation for the index of
rofruction o£ a mnAtea for radiation of vory high frequency
could DO iffiBjplifl 94 to
S z 1 »m m n°
2
„ (1)
wiaere u is the Index of refraction, a represents the number of
electrons par unit volume of the medium, e and represent the
charge and aaas oi trie electron, respectively, and ~V is «he
frequency of the radiation, applying this equation to x-rays
of 1.473 Angstro a, ravers:*, ng ealeite, oompton obtained a
value for the index of refraction which was less than unity by
about 8 x 10 • he observed that tuis value a^roeo eiosei^
with expert sent a i result obtained by Duane an: PattortOB (3c)
udxog ohe sa>»e waveiengtn and riediuau He oonoludad, bhoraforo9
that tne consistent c anges la apparent wavelength with oroer
oh jiad boon ooswrved were due to refraction. Since tne index
of rafraotion for x-raya is Lasa tnan unity, a oca of x-rays

6striking a plane surface at a suitable angle should be totally
re fleeted, the critical glancing anile being iven by
sin m fiTl (2)
or since the angles involved are small, this may be simpli-
fied to
e m /SI (3)
Corapton set up experimental apparatus in which x-rays were
incident at small angles on a flat plate glass mirror with an
ionization chamber positioned to determine Intensity of the
x-rays at a value of jS - 2 e. VJith the plate glass mirror as
a reflecting surface, he noted that x-rays were of maximum
intensity when the angle $ was equal to 2 8 indicating an ap-
proximate specular reflection of the x-rays at these small
angles. Mo appreciable reflection was observed at angles as
large as ^ s 18 minutes which meant that for the greater part
of the x-ray beam, the critical glancing anole © was less than
9 minutes. In order to determine whether the observed phe-
nomenon was re©31y one of total reflection, Compton measured
the total energy in each of the primary and reflected beams
and found that the ratio of reflected bea^r. energy to that of
primary beam was of the order of 0.91 indicating that the
greater part of the beam had been reflected. Reflection of
tungsten L line (1.279 Angstroms) from a silvered ;dass mir-
ror coated with a thin film of lacquer indicated that the

critical glancing angle :or -lass was 10 minutes, for lacquer
11 minutes, and for silver about 2? .5 minutes. In 1927, R.
L. Doan (4) published results of similar experi mentation car-
ried on by him with Compton*s advice, which he had undertaken
to measure indices of refraction of various substances by the
method of total reflection. Most of the surfaces used by
Doan for reflection were prepared by sputtering various rratals
on optical glass surfaces, thus obtaining uniform surfaces of
considerable brilliance. Under the conditions of the experi-
ment, a reflected beam was obtained which was in most cases
just as sharply defined as the primary beam indicating again
a specular type reflection rather than a diffuse reflection.
Some of the data which Doan obtained are tabulated in Table 1
and plotted in Figure 1. The resultant curves have been
extrapolated to a value of wavelength of 0.01 Angstroms which
is of the order of the gttOM ray wavelengths observed from
Co- 60. In the plotting of the data, the general shapes of
the curves were plotted to conform to the shape of the curve
indicated by nickel for which Doan had presented the most
complete data. A straight line extrapolation was employed,
to obtain what was considered the least optimistic fllwi of
critical angles at typical gamma wavelengths, in view of the
general trend indicated at higher wavelengths, It is entirely
possible, however, for the curves to follow a downward trend
below 0.7079 Angstroms but in view of the work by DuMond (5)
one would not expect this result. janma ray wavelengths have

BTable 1, Critical snnlsa for reflection of x-raya*
.-rrjy wavelength "looting
(Angstrom units) surface
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been measured with the Jra g spectrometer as small as 0.016
Angstroms but at these and smaller wavelengths very small
angles involved limit accuracy of the Brag type of single
crystal spectrometer. Duv'ond and his co-workers nave measured
wavelengths smaller than 0.01 Angstrom with an accuracy of
10"^ Angstroms with a curved crystal spectrometer wherein gamma
rays from a source are reflected from crystal planes of a
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be measured and the wavelength of the gamma ray determined.
Some justification for the extension of the data for the
crLtical reflection angles of x-rays to that of gamma rays may
be found in the identity of the characteristics of the radia-
tions* Both gamma rays and x-rays travel with the velocity
of light, can be diffracted and made to Interfere, eject
photoelectrons from materials, and resist being bent by
electric and magnetic fields. The wavelengths of both types
of radiation can be measured by the method of glancing angle
reflection from a crystal as mentioned above and herein lies
one appli cation of the reflective nature of x-rays and gamma
ray radiation, that of measuring the wavelengths* istorical-
ly, gamma rays were considered more penetrating than x-rays
but modern technology has produced accelerators which can pro-
duce x-rays of the order of 100 Mev. *hioh is considerably
greater than gamma riy energies associated with radioactive
decay. To sum up the comparison, it can be said that despite
the fact that x-rays and gamma rays have a different origin,
they have the same characteristics.
o reflective property of x-rays lias been used by
Parratt (6) to determine structural irregularities of a surface
by causing a beam of x-rays to impinge upon the surface to be
investigated at less than the critical angle for total reflec-
tion and analysing the peculiarities in the reflected
intensity of the beam.
Although the reflective nature of gamma rays has been
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known for many years and has been applied to the measurement
of gantna ray wavelengths by DuMOtt4 and others, there is a
relative scarcity of published Information on the subject of
gamma ray roflection and possible applications doubtless due
to the very small critical angles which are Involved, Proell
(7) published a paper In which he proposed making use of the
reflective nature of gamma rays to construct a gamma ray shield
which he hypothesised would result in a thinner and lighter
shield than presently utilized, A reduction in the size and
weight of required shieldl g would be particularly applicable
to mobile reactors such as are being designed for aircraft and
also to nuclear powered manned soace vehicles when modern
technology has *a4« space travel possible. The feasibility
of reflective type shielding relies first of all on the
Identity of the characteristics of gfiana rays and x-rays, a
valid premise on the basts of present day knowledge, with
this initial postulate, Proell assumed that gamma rays san be
totally reflected as had been demonstrated with x-rays and that
the values of the critical angle for reflection would be large
enough to utilize the reflective property of gamma rays. Ac-
cordingly, he proposed that the data presented by Doan (4) and
others relating the critical angle for reflection to the wave-
length or x-ray radiation could be extrapolated to garrana ray
wavelengths to yield valid approximations of the critical
angle for reflection as indicated in Figure 1, Froelx then




elements with arcs of 90 stacked closely together to make a
bank of elements which would theoretically deflect the a i.r.a
rftys £0° from the original direction* in order to prev rit the
escape >f those ganaa rays which did not intercept the tank at
the critical angle or le3£, he proposed that a second bank of
elements be positioned behind the first such as to deflect the
(mm wqri in a direction opposite to the first, in Figure 2
a schematic diagram of the shield arrangement for a mobile
vehicle ha?, o&sn adapted from Proell's paper to illustrate his
proposed shield design. The reflective shield is interposed
between the reactor and the crews compartment in such a way
that the pans* radiation Included oetween rays A and D are
do fleeced up l,o 90 • SfeMa radiation emitted outside of this
sector was considered to be of little consequence although one
would expect that some gamma rays could be scattered inboard
once past the shield and thus ue a threat to the safety of the
crew* the rays have been depicted from a single point only for
purposes of illustration. Considering the gamma ray Cv given
enough planar elements in the bank, it is very likely to inter-
cept a planar element at less than the critical angle and thus
reflect several times from this element until it emerges from
the shield. Next consider the ray B which cannot intercept a
planar element in the first bank at the critical angle or less
unless perhaps it is seattared and its direction changed so





Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the shield arrange-




critical angle or ler-s. Proell postulated that such a ray
would penetrate the first bank of elements and would then be
In a favorable position to intercept a planar element in the
sec ank and after a series o ; reflections be reflected
out of the bank to the left. On the basis of this simplified
approach, Froell's proposal seems reasonable, however, he has
only considered that the gamma rays #111 either reflect or
pass through the first bank transparent- wi3e and has not. con-
sldered that rays which intercept the first bank at an angle
unfavorable for reflection might be scattered so that they
enter the second bank unfavorably also. Some gamma rays then
can scatter through the shield negating roell's postulate
that the two banks of elements would be impermeable. If,
however, the basic principle of reflection can be proved valid
and a bank of elements of small radius of curvature developed
which would be effective, froell's idea could be extended to
include several more banks in ad ition to the two proposed
which would increase the possibility of all the gamma rays
eventually striking a planar element at a favorable angle and
reflecting out of the shield, whether the resultant configura-
tion would be a saving of weight or space or both depends upon
the materials used for the banks of elements and the radius of
curvature of the elements.
A serious limitation imposed upon the design of such a
shield results frcn a consideration of the spacing of the
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elements which l«3 dependent u-sr>n the radius if curvature 9t
the elements tad the critical SJlgls for total reflection.
Proell postulated that the corxTltior. for lsffteymeeblllfry of the
shield should bt that any §MMM ray which strikes the shield
normally should be redacted, •l-ura 3 Is a schemati c
representation of two elements &B and CD of the first bank.
In accordance with the theory, this bank of elements should
cause all gamma rays which are normal, s->cb as the tmm
depicted, as well as all gamma rays which strike the bank from
the left to enter the reflection cycle and be reflected from
the shield. Since the normal ray shown represents the least
favorable condition, the bank of elements must be desired
In such a manner that this normal ray will strike an element
at the critical angle 8, An equation relating the radius of
curvature to the spacing between elements for a <riven critical
angle may be developed from simple geometry as follows:
cos e . S S * (4)
r
so that
x s r (1 - cos e) (5)
where
x r spacing between the elements
r e radius of curvature of the elements
8 critical angle for reflection.
If the critical angle is of the order oi 9* and it Is desired







Figure 3« Schematic representation of two elements
AB and CD of the first bank of elements.
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then fixed at £ cm. and the value for the maximum spacing
allowable between elements becomes:
x = r (1 - cos 3)
X » 5 (1 - .999996)
x a 2000 An -stroma.
In order to arrive at an efficient design for the shield, it
would be desirable to have the individual elements as thin as
possible and certainly no thicker than the spacing between
them. The construction of a bank of elements each with a
thickness less than 2000 Angstroms and separated uniformly by
the same amount or less is a difficult task, since the
spacing and the radius of curvature are directly related, the
possibility exists ot Increasing the radius of curvature
until the value of element thickness is such that the elements
can be constructed with present co-rnercial techniques. For
example, aluminum foil Is rolled commercially to -ages as thin
as 0.00025 cm. Assuming that the choice was made for the
elements to be fabricated from such foil and that the spacing
between the elements was to be of the same order of magnitude,
one arrives at a value for the radius of curvature of 62.5 om.
using the relation previously developed. This would result
in a shield thickness of approximately four feet if one were to
use only two banks of elements and Bight be tolerable soacewise
if the resultant shield were light. However, the problem of
arranging the thin foils with the proper spacing still remains.
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Commercial sheet material Is available in thicknesses of 0.0799
mm. and substituting this value into the equation above for the
element spacing results In a required radius of curvature of
approximately 200,000 cm., an extremely impractical result to
say the least*
One approach to the solution of the problem would be to
study various materials to attempt to find larger critical
reflection angles for gatma rays. On the basis of presently
available lfiformation, one is not likely to arrive at a solu-
tion with this approach for even if a value for the critical
angle as lar^e as 5° could be attained, with the use of the
thinnest commercial sheet available, a radius of curvature of
approximately S10 cm. would still be required. Another approach
would be to utilize the spacing present in a crystal lattice
and consider the design of a shield of bent crystal layers.
rince the order of magnitude of spacing of crystal planes *nay
be taken as 5 Angstroms, a radius of curvature of 0.1? mm.
would be theoretically possible considering a value of the
critical angle for reflection of 9 minutes.
In addition to these suggestions, proell proposed that a
solution to the problem might be approach by studying simple
plane elements to determine accurately the critical angle for
reflection for ganrna rays and also to determine whether reflec-
tion from crystal planes would be total reflection as postu-
lated. He also sua; ested the study of a single curved element
as applied to the problem of reflection and the study of a snail
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bank of curved elements for efficiency and practicality.
In 1956, Crocker (8) conducted a study of a series of small
banks of carved elements to test Proell's theory of the reflec-
tive type shield. Several simplifying assumptions were made in
addition to those proposed by Troell. Since aluminum foil #as
the only readily available and economical foil which, could be
obtained in the quantity desired, Crocker assumed that
aluminum would exhibit essentially the same properties as the
materials examined by Doan and further assumed that the critical
angle for reflection was of the same order of magnitude for
aluminum as for the other materia Is, Several banks of foil
were prepared as quarter circles and arranged to constitute a
single reflecting bank so that la theory the Incident garr.ia
rays would either pats through the shield or be r oflacted 90 •
although the requirements of element thickness, spacing, arid
radius of curvature could not be net with the material used,
Crocker postulated that the theory had been ar rro^iriated suf-
ficiently Tell that some Indication of reflection would bo
obtained, Shile the results obtained cannot be conoid ero^
conclusive proof of tho feasibility of a reflective type shield,
the experimental data indicated a slight tendency of refleotlon
of the gum rays since deflections were Obtained Bbl6& OS




II I PP_LT I.TIOH
In the Initial stages of the .invert I.Ration, considerable
attention "jras ;;iven to the proposal that a single curved
element be used to effect large scale deflections of gamma
radiations* The success or failure of this proDosal was
dependent upon two uiain assumption 3: firs:;., that gao&a rays
can bo totally reflected as had been demonstrated with ,r-rays,
and secondly, that the data presented by Doari (4) relating
the critical angle for reflection of x-rays versus their
wavelength could be extrapolated to gamma ray wavelengths and
result la values of the critical angle for reflection of the
order of ton nlntttea* In order to obtain t-otal reflection of
th© x-rays, DMUB prepared the refloctive surfaces by sputtering
various metals on optical glass surfaces, obtaining relatively
thick films of considerable brilliance and uniformity* These
surfaces were thon burnished in order to increase the re-
flecting po«?er as much as possl le» In 1964, Par^att (6)
obtained total reflection of x-rays using surfaces prepared by
evaporating a Moderately thiak (2000 A ) copper files on a smooth
surface of glass. In both cases the surfaces were plane so
that only a single reflection was obtained* In view of the
results obtained bj those Rten, it seamed reasonable to expect
that a curved surface could be prepared in a similar 'jaoner
which would be capable of causing the gamraa rays to undergo a
series of reflections on a curved surface until they had been
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deflected the duslrea amount. Copper and nickel were cnosen
as the metals to be evaporated on a curved ^lass surface, cop-
per having been chosen because it was expected on the basis of
the assumptions listed above that it would exhibit a critioal
angle of the order of ten minutes, and nickel being chosen
because It was the metal for which Doan had obtained the most
complete data. (:,ee 'fable 1 anu Figure 1) Calculations of the
radius of curvature which would be required to effect the
total and repeated reflection of the incident gaifuoa radiation
was then made and results were obtained which indicated that
excessively large curved elements would be required in order
to obtain Large scale deflection of the gamma rays, Figure 4
is a schematic diagram o the incident ramma radiation and
curved element MD which has not been drawn to scale because of
the small values involved but which will serve to illustrate
the situation. To simplify calculations, it was assumed that
the critical angle for reflection was ten minutes and that the
incident ganna ray beam was cylindrical with a diameter of
1/16 of an inch, The gamma ray beam is si -own intercepting
the curved element such that the upper portion of the beam is
just tangent to the leading edge of the element while the lower
portLon intercepts the element within the sector represent in ;
ten minutes of arc. The condition for total reflection of gam-
ma ray beam is that at every point of contact with the curved
element, the angle of incidence should be equal to or less

























tio diagram of a collimated beam
incident on a o ingle curved element.
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the geometry of the figure, the radius of curvature which is
required can be calculated as follows:
angle MOA a angle CAB a 10 minutes
angle GAM - angle MAB z 5 minutes
chord MA a _. Mi* _ r i/H-ig = 45. 1"
sine angle MAB 0.00145 - *° ,x
Now, the length of a chord subtending an angle 9 - 2r sin l/2 9







? JJjUL = 14,900 inches2 sin I 9 2 sin 5» '
or
r - 1242 ft.
The length of an arc of a circle for an arc of 9 degrees s
v^i?
r
' an<3 substituting the value for r into this equation
180
with 9 a 45 degrees results in a length of arc equal to 975
feet. The calculations were repeated with smaller diameter
gamma ray beams but they did not result in appreciably s nailer
lengths of arc required to produce a large scale deflection.
It was realized that this theory could still have been
tested were one to accept a lesser deflection of the incident
gamma ray beam but due to the fabrication problens involved and
the difficulty involved in obtaining the equipment necessary to
measure very small angles of deflection, the decision was made
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to abandon this method of approach since the time available
for this study was limited.
Another approach to the problem of large scale ga- a
reflection involved the uae of an electroplated material to
utilize atomic spaaing* ri'he choice of materials to bo used
fiau based on the value of critical angle for reflection which
was expected, the availability of the material, and the feasi-
bility of electropla ting the material selected. On the basis
of the data presented in Pigeon 1 v/hioh indicates the critical
angle for reflect ion veraua the gaisraa wavelength, copper and
silver were chosen since It was expected, they would exhibit
the largest value of critical angle. Considering then the
availability of copper and silver and the relative ea3© with
which they can be deposited electro lytie--?.lly f both the copper
and silver appears J to be relatively good choices.
While it was known that no semblance of a regular crystal
structure would be obtained in an eXectrodaposited material, it
was expected that gam* ray reflection would occur at inter-
faces and accordingly the original design called for alternate
layers of cor?par and silver with each layer being polished
before the application of a new one to create interfaces.
After considering the similarity in the crystal structures of
oopper and silver (both form cubic lattices with not too dif-
ferent values of atoale rad5us and spacing), it was decided to
simplify the process somewhat and electroplate only copner.
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In addition to tne possible gamr.iU r flection from interfaces
in the eiectrodeposited material, some reflection was also
expected from twin planes which ut have formed daring the
electrodeposition. C. 8. fcjarrett (9a) has included an il-
lustration of t is prenonena f^taken from J. B. Hess (9b)J in
a discussion of stacking faults but does not indicate the corv
ditiona which are necessary to obtain such a structure.
The material to be electroplated was machined to obtain
Q
a 45 arc of a circle with a three inch radius of curvature,
a height of one-half Lneh and a thickness of one-eighth of
an inch. Four such samples wer-; made of commercial grade
electrolytic co per. The first specimen was prepared by
plating 25 layers of copper with a polishing operation after
the addition oV each layer resulting in a build-up of or,e-
eighth of an inch. However, instead of the smooth structure
which was desired, the final product contained many grooves
running along the length of the specimen Indicating a non-
uniform electrodeposition.
1 reparation of a second specimen was then undertaken
using a slower rate of deposition and a straight rather than
curved base material. It was felt that this would result in
smoother, more uniform layers and that the specimen could be
bent to the desire- curvature when corr^loted. An analysis of
the gamma reflective properties of this specimen was not in-
cluded In this report but it was felt that such a specimen
would be worthy of investigation.
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The suggestion was made by Proell (7) that use be made of
the spacing present in a crystal lattice and evaluate the
possibility of designing a shield consisting of bent crystal
layers, vvhile the design of a shield for gamma radiation was
beyond the scope of this report, it was decided to evaluate
this proposal to tiie extent of determining whether bent
crystal planes would be effective as reflective surfaces. Al-
though several types of crystals were available for this study,
zinc crystals proved to be the only readily obtainable crystals
which were large enough to conduct the test with the apparatus
proposed and wnich could be bent without rupturing, once the
crystals were o stained it was decided to bend them in such a
manner as to utilize the nost densely packed planes as curved
reflecting surfaces. The crystal form of zinc is the close-
packed hexagonal arrangement of which the basal plane is the
most closely packed plane. The specimens used in the experi-
mental work were approximately six inches long by one-half
centimeter square with the basal planes making an anzLe of
about 60 de Trees with the length of the crystal. The orienta-
tion of the basal plane was determined by locating the cleavage
plane which was taken to be the basal plane. If a sharp edge
such as a knife blade is place J on the crystal parallel to the
cleavage plane and tapped lightly with a hammer or similar
instrument, the crystal will split quite readily leaving a very
smooth, bright surface on both segments. Once the orientation
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of the basal planes was determined , the crystals were bent to
the desired radius of ourvature and placed on the apparatus
for analysis as described In a later paction of this re'.ort*
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IV. MATERIALS AND APPARATUS
The apparatus used in this analysis and the experimental
arrangement are shown in Figure 5 with some of the shielding
blocks removed from aba at the source container. Figure 6 is
a view of the sextant and the platform upon w :lch the specimens
were mounted with four zinc crystals aligned as they were used
in the final experimental run. Also shown in this figure are
the other specimens described in the report. A detailed
description of the apparatus follows.
A. Source and Source container
Originally, the apparatus was designed about a Go- 60
source with a strength of 100 raiero-curies but early calculations
indicated that this source would yield only about two counts per
minute at the detector with the degree of collimation desired
and estimating the efficiency of the detector at two per cent.
A larger source was then obtained, a Co-60 source v?ith a
strength of 2.5 mc. which on the basis of calculations was to
yield 118 cpra. under the sane conditions as before. Since this
was the largest readily available source which could be ob-
tained, the decision was made to accept this low counting rate
and increase the length of the count to keep the statistical
errors to a reasonable vmltMU The radioactive 'material was































-.eter of one- half inch. Two steel set screws were set
opposite each other on the circumference of the w»for to
permit handling vd th a magnet and an aluminum extension with
eyehole was attached to one face to permit handling the
source from a distance with a cord,
I source container wis made by casting lead into a
commercial can with the dimensions 6.5 inches x 4 itches x
4 inches to a depth of 5,5 inches. To ar o the soar©*,
a 3/4 inch nolo was drilled to a depth of two sir
inches so that the eenterline of the hole was aidway between
tho sides and parallel to the base of the container at a
distance of two inches. On the mam \lin©, the remaining
one and one-half inches were drilled with a B/5S Inch bit so
that the source could be mounted in the container by passing
the cord through and pulling it into place.
Dosage calculations were based on information t-iken from
Glasstana (10) who has derived the dosage rate in milli-
roentxens per hours (mr/hr.) at a distance (d) cm, from a C
curie unshielded point source as;
Dose rate - 1*1 x 10C JLI mr/hr., (6)
d^
where the energy E is expressed in M£V/gas»ma ray photon,
derivation of this equation was based on the following as-
sumptions' (1) source is a point source, ('>) radiation emit-
ted by this 'Oint source is emitted uniformly in all direc-

utlons, (o) fcht energy absorption coefficient of air for gamma
rays may be taken to have a constant value of 3.55 I 10
cm," over a range of gamma ray energies from 0.07 to 2 i4ev.
While t; is equa ion will yield results wLich are slightly on
the unconservative side, it should result in an accuracy of
-1Q per cent which is sufficient as long as one remains well
below the maximum permissible dosage limits. If a collimated
beam of intensity I passes through an absorber such as lead
of thickness x, the Intensity of the emergent beam Ix can be
obtained from the expression given in Ulasstone (10):
where ji is defined as the linear absorption coefficient of the
given absorber for a particular radiation. This relation is
based on the assumption that the radiation is mono-
onergetic, but one may accept the results of the a plication
of it to Co-60 gamma radiation since the energies of the Co-60
gamma rays are not too vastl;/ different (1,17 and 1.35 ^ev»),
From data given by Kaplan (11), a value for the linear absorp-
tion coefficient for lead for a ganaa ray energy of 1.P5 !•.
was taken to be equal to 0.66 cm."" 1 . If it is desire d, Bqu*«
tions 6 and 7 ca be combined to ive the dose rate at a
distance d cm. from a C curie source with x cm. of absorber
expressed by :
Dose rate = 5.2 x 106 JUL e~/* (8)
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Equation 8 was used to calculate the dose rate on the surface
of the source container with tft.e following substitutions:
C * source strength in curies or 2,5 x 10~ 5 curies
B « 8 (1.25 r/,ev./photon) or 2.60 vev. In its radio-
active decay, Co-60 omits 2 photons of 1.17 and
1.33 Mev. vhleh may be considered as 2 photons
with an average energy of 1.25 •. for dose
rate calculations
d * 1.625 inches « 4.13 cm. (from the dimensions of
the source container)
jj. s 0.66 cm." 1
x s 1.625 inches s 4.13 cm. (x and d are the ssme
here since the dose rate is desired at the
surface of the source container)
substituting the v-ilues given above in Equation >,
dose rate r 5.2 x 1Q
L (2.& x lQ* a ) (2.50)e" ' 66(4 ' 12 ) .
(4.13) p
124 tar/iir.
The maximum permissible exposure on the hands and forearms is
1500 mr/week (10) and since it was not expected that the source
container would he handled more than an hour throughout the
entire course of the experimentation, this value of dose rate
did not present any undue hazard, 'ihe maximum permissible
dose rato for whole oody exposure is limited to 300 mr/wk. and
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calculations similar to those made above indicated that at a
distance of 12 Inches from the source container, the dose rate
was reduced to 1.77 mr/hr., which is equivalent to 297 rar/wk.,
based on continuous exposure.
During the course of the experimentation, liberal use was
made of shielding bricks which wore olaced about the source
container to minimize the radiation in directions other than
along the collimated bean. Periodic surveys of the working
area and equipment made with a model 2612 Portable Survey
Meter manufactured by the Nuclear Instrument and chemical
Corporation indicated that the operator was not exposed to a
dosage rate greater than 0.£ mr/hr. at any time other than
when required to handle the source container. Therefore, it
was not considered necessary to wear an individual personnel
monitoring device.
fl. Collimators
The collimating blocks were made by canting a standard
size 2x4x8 inch lead brick and cutting it in two to make
two blocks of 2 x 4 x 4 inches. A 3/52 Inch hole was then
drilled through the two inch dimension at the center of the
block. Since the assumption had been made earlier that a
reasonable value for the critical angle for reflection was of
the order of tin minutes, the decision was made to limit the
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collimated beam to i ccne of 20 minuses. ": *s made It pos-
sible, theoretically, to have the entire colllma ted be;-
intercept parallel planes at the ;1« >r less a:
still permitted enough radiation to reach the detector to ob-
tain a reasonable degree of accur-.o •« rom the peon©try of
the experimental arrangement, it can be ear' &OWB that
once having fixed the F.i2e of the col Unated beam and the size
of the cone of radiation desired, the col „imating length was
therefore H xed at 32.5 'nr.hes. A check of the efficacy of
the collimators in reducing the radiation at the detector
along lines other then the eolllmate J beam was made using
liquation 7. The total thickness of the two lead collimatinp
blocks was four inches or 10. IE caw The value of absorption
coefficient was previously taken to be 0,f->6 cm.**1 and one
may express the fraction of the radiation which is allowed to
pass through the blocks as:
o
Substituting the values above into th is equation, the result
was obtained that the fraction of radiation s*iioh was allowed
to pass through the collimatinr: blocks in directions other
than along the collimated beam was 3.00123. It was considered
that this would be a sufficient reduction of the scattering
radiation to permit the taking of accurate data.
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C. Rotating Platform and Polar Grid
It has been postulated that the critical angle for reflec-
tion of gfBOM ray ohotons from several different materials is
of the order of 5 - 10 minutes. To insure that a specimen
could be aligned within these limits, a sextant was adapted
for use as a rotating platform upon which, the specimens could
be placed as ebown in Figure 6. The sextant was a recent
model used by the U. » Navy and manufactured by the Bendix
Aviation Corporation, Details of the operation of the sextant
will not be attempted here since the instrument was used solely
as a specimen platform which could bo rotated through angles
of 0.1 minutes with a probable accuracy of plus or minus one-
tenth of a minute. To accomodate specimens up to 6 inches in
length, a plexiglass platform was designed to be fixed in
place over the center of rotation of the sextant arm. The
transparency of the plexiglass permitted the operator to mount
a specimen for reflection directly over the center of rotation
of the arm so that rotation of the arm did not translate the
specimen with respect to the incident gamma ray beam but merely
rotated the i tftident facs. The limits through which the plat-
form could be rotated were determined by the arrangement
the apparatus in that it -»as desirable to keep the total
distance of source to detector to a minimum, hence the rlatform
and specimen were placed as eloae to the second collimating
block as possible. The sextant was rigidly fixed in position
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so that the center of rotation over which the incident face
of the specimens were to be nounted was 1 7/8 inches from the
collimatin£ block. This permitted a rotation of the platform
through a sector of P4 degrees which made it necessary to
align the specimens only within plus or minus 10 decrees,
With the specimen sot as desired relative to the col-
linatin^ beam, it was necessary to have sorce means of measuring
the >?a!rf>a radiation at various points around the sample in
order that & tendency for reflectior ht be detected. or
this purpose, a polar coordinate grid was mounted, on the plat-
form supporting the sextant as shown 5n figure 6 such that
the center of the ?rid was located bene>?th the center of
rotation of the specimen platform and the zero decree position
wis aligned with the colligated beam. An extension of the radii
permitted positioning of the detector at selected distances
from the center of rotation between the limit fl of 7 and 11
inches. Measurements were taken at various intervals from -30°
to -»60° with the positive angle* being taken In the quadrant
in which it v*as expected that reflected gamma radiation would
appear.
Although it would have been desirable to fix the detector
rigidly to a point or, the o.xis of rotation of the specimens*
the equipment did not lend itself readily to this type of
arrangement and indeed it was not die ! roil slues 11 would have
ads it fees dif ioult to reposition the- detector without jar-
ring the specimen platform. The detector was, therefore,
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positioned manually using scribe marks drawn on the polar grid
which were measured from the origin for the lineal measurement
and a thin rubber band which was fixed below the center of
rotation of the specimens on one end and on the other end
fixed directly beneath the detector face for the angular
measurement. It was estimated that this arrangement permitted
an accuracy of plus or minus l/32 of an inch for the lineal
measurement and plus or minus l/4 of a degree for the angular
measurement.
D. Detector and Platform
The detector used throughout the experimentation was a
odel D3-1A Scintillation detector manufactured by the Nuclear
Instrument and chemical Corporation. This detector was
designed for use where greater efficiency was desired in the
detection of garnna radiation than is possible using C-el-or-
f>'ueller detectors and was supplied with a removable direction-
al shield which provided sharp discrimination against activi-
ties more than 15 degrees off the axis of the probe. ith this
directional shield the detector had a published efficiency of
33 per cent for Co-60 gamma rays. The counting rate of this
I . struma nt was limited by the RC time constant of the pre-
amplifier so that signal events spaced closer than 2-3 micro-
seconds could not be resolved. Since the scalar used had a
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published resolving time of 5 microseconds, the scalar was the
controlling instrument in the detorraination of co incidence
loss. Further cor.ment will be made on fehli in the following
section.
The external directional shield had an aperture of one
inch which intercepted an i .eluded angle of approximately b»2
degrees wh«0 positioned 11 inches from the center of rotation
of the specimens, Therefore a slight overlap of data occurred
when tae detector was moved only 5 degrees. This was not con-
sidered detrimental as long as the method of obtaining the
gamma radiation survey around the sample was consistent.
The detector platform was fashioned from two segments of
wood in such a manner that the detector could be rotated
through any desired angle while the base of the | latform *?fcs
kept at a fixed position on the polar grid, This was desirped
in this manner to permit some flexibility in the uosit ioning
of the detector should it be desired during the coarse of '.he
experi'.ient. In actual practice, the entire unit was fixed
with the detector directed at an extension of the axis of
rotation of the specimens which was determined by means of a
plumb positioned directly over the axis of rotation,
&• Scalar
A Model 181A Jecade Scalar manufactured by the Nuclear-
Chicago Corporation was used in conjunction with the seintil-
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latlon detector described above. The coincidence Iobs of the
system as a whole was determined bf he resolution time of
the scalar. According to information given by the nanu-
facturer, the resolution time for the scalar used was 5 micro-
seconds which is a function of the operation of the first
decade* To determine whether a resolving time or dead time
of ttiis magnitude resulted in a significant loss of counts per
unit time, use was made of the following equation given by





where R is the rate that would be recorded if there were no
coincidence loB3es.
R is the observed counting rat , ad T is the resolving
time or dead time, equal to 6 microseconds in this case. The
maximum counting rate observed in the course of the experi-
mentation was 1960 opa. (32.5 cp^#). Substituting these
values Into Equation 10 K was found to be 32,5053 to six
significant figures. Since this amounts to an increase of
less than 0.02 per cent, the correction was considered to be





All the •quipntttt used with fetal exception if tha scalar
was aousted on a unit piatforra which is Si.own in ; igure 5.
The plAtfavn .v<*i constructed so that fcha detector, tho
spe eAniens, the collimators, and the source .zero all on v
same horizontal pianu and ajfcva Lho entire arrangement a
rigid, icy w ilah ic would not havra buid bad &a jopara:, ^ Its
o«ou fcpr&ngftd on a taolo or laboratory bench.
A nechanlcal timer (stopwatch) was used throughout the
experiment which was calibrated in units of 0,01 a&BUtaa* To
eliminate any possible variation in timing fro*-i one run to




V. METHOD OP PROCEDURE
The experimental procedure in general terms consisted of
choosing the specimen to b© checked for reflective properties,
aligning the sDecimen on the rotating pi <t torn so that the
platform could be rotated in increments of five seconds or
less through an angle which was certain to include the critical
angle for reflection, determining the position of the speci-
men which allowed the collimator ganma ray beam to be incident
at the critical angle or less and, finally, conducting a
survey of the gmuwui radiation about the specimen.
Although a sharply defined reflected bean would have
represented optimum revolts, this wa3 not expected for several
reasons. Compton (5a) has given curves of the, intensity of
reflection versus fcfaa critical angle required for reflection
for x-rays with various materials which Indicate that the
reflected Intensity decreases gradually as $ is increased from
zero ingle of incidence to a value approaching the critical
angle. The curves are continuous and decrease more rapidly as
the critical angle is approached, beyond which the reflected
intensity is virtually zero. Therefore, one would not expect
to obtain l.)0 per cent reflection nor would one expect that the
critical angle would be sharply defined. In addition to t is
aideration, bending of the zinc crystals did not result in
i specimen in which all planes were parallel and curves through
the same number of degrees of arc. This would lead one to
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suspect that some reflection would ocur through an infinite
variety of angles, ; ence a broad spectrum of reflection would
be obtained rather than a sharply defined bean. The initial
postulate of genat vny reflection wan based on the proviso
that a photon MRiM continue ft reflective cycle once beftun
thro ugh.o at the curvature of the plane but this porjtt.ilP.te
ignored the possibility of scattering interactions and ftleased
that the element consisted of perfect curved elements* SlflMM
the zinc crystals whi eh vert used were known to contain
Imperfections and since it was understood that the scatter' nr,
I iteraction could not bs ignored, the results expected were
based on the idea that teste ffiSHft rays right reHect a number
of times from a curved ele nent before scattering out of the
•material, while others right simply scatter and not have an
ortunity to even begin a rafleotlve cycle. /bile the pos-
sibility of obtaining res.tits which Indicated a narrow snectrum
of reflection was not re looted, all the ©insiderat ions
mentioned above appeared to point more strongly to a broad
band of reflected radiation.
Initially, the method of procedure was to obtain two kinds
of data, one sst of data was to be a measurement of the gamma
radiation detected through a 90° arc of a circle (with a radius
of 7 inches and centered under th© axis of rotation of the
specimen platform) before a proposed reflective type specimen
was placed incident to the colliraated beam. This data then
was to serve as an initial condition to which one could compare
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the reflective measure-tents taken on subsequent runs. It was
expected that the reflective data would then be revealed
either by a ftMft La t>- -ting rate peak in the dirsction
in which reflectlea was expected or a tei Jer.cy for the e anting
rats tc level off slightly rather than dscrease abruptly.
Beth these eendlttena would be evident when a comparison was
Bftde with the unr-? fleeted data. Ti is was done witb specimens
1 and I witb all the fi»asure»enti of counting rate being taken
•with the detector at 7 inches from, the center of rotation*
';idvay through tie experimentation, the method of pro-
cedure war, ehanged in an attempt to obtain more definite
indications of reflection, it was postulated earlier that the
percentage of Incident photons which were reflected would be
very etsII &.n£ that those photons which were reflected would
ft« so through an infinite number ci' angles. If thif were so,
then comparison of the reflected data with that of the \»n-
reflected data could poesibly fail to show any of the recult
desired. There t"ore , the decision was mad© to obtain the
reflected data as before and then to rotate the crystal through
an angle such that the collimator beau was no longer incident
to the planes at the critical angle and measure the counting
rate for tills eeniltion* Then, if both sets of data were
plotted on one curve, small differences in counting rate would
bo observed readily with a resultant simplification in the
analysis of the data. This method of procedure was followed
with speoir-jens Z and 4.
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The most difficult portion of the experiment was undoubt-
edly that of aligning the specimens sich that the colliraated
beam wsa incident to the curved planes at the critical angle
or less. ?inee the reflection was expected over a large
number o'^ decrees and was expected to be a small percentage of
the incident photons, it was not reasonable to expect that an
li crease in co noting rate would be observed at any particular
position as the specimen was rotated through the critical
angle unless the length of count was lon^ enough to eliminate
most of the statistical variation* However, if the detector
was kept at the zero degree position (aligned with the specimen,
collimators, and source) while the specimen was rotated through
the critical ©ng3a, then a reflection of the Incident photons
through any angle not Included in the field of the detector
would cause the counting rate to decrease* In order to narrow
the sector included in the field of the detector, the scintil-
lation detector was positioned 11 inches from the center of
rotation, which was the maximum distance permitted by the ap-
paratus as desired. In this position, the angle included by
the detector was only b.v decrees so that any portion of the
gnmma radiation which was reflected through an anrle greater
than 8*6 decrees would escape detection and the counting rate
would decrease,
Ith the rotating platform set at its mid-angle, the
s^sclmsn chosen was aligned so that the collimated beam was
incident to the reflective nianes, with a probable error of
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less than *6 • The specimen was than fastened to the platform
with clay and the platform was rotated about 10° whereupon It
was obTlOttg that th« specimen was no longer aligned aa required
for reflection* The Platform and specimen together were then
rotatsd through increments of 6 minutes in the opposite direc-
tion and the counting rata recorded with each new anr;le set*
This wets done for a total of 20° to Insure that the specimen
had been rotated through the critical angle. The resultant
data were taen plotted as the counting rate vorsua the angular
position of th« spool.«en and the position at which the loast
counting rate «as observed was taken to be the optimum posi-
tion for reflection*
Then, with the specimen set at this optimum position for
reflection, tne defector was rotated about the specimen in 5
or 10 degree Increments from 50° on one side :>f the colligated
beam to 60° on the other, with the counting rate being recorded
at each position* As a means for comparison, the specimen was
then rotated through an angle of 10° so that the r;lanes were
definitely not aligned wit, the coltimated boa - and fens
counting raoes recorded at the mm detector positions as
uei'ore* Inese data shoald then have been the results of scat-
tering only and should have taken out the component of reflected
radiation waicii was present In the first set of data* Again,
t is was the procedure followed with specimens o and 4.
in order to restrict the length of time r»qaired to ob-
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tain the experimental data, It was necessary to accept a
stand ftrd deviation such that the per cent error for a given
counting rato would not bo Blgpifloontly great or than two par
csnt. j'riod lander an! Koanody (12) have shown that I
ttOJOlOFd deviation T is related to the total count a asd the
length of observation t in the following raanner \
r a Z-a. . (id
An estimate was then made of the counting rate which was
expected and substituting this into the relatior> :iven above,
it was decided that an observation time of 10 minutes would
yield results which would be accurate within two per cent




The results cf the experimentation have been presented
in tables arid graphs in two general forms. For specimens 1
and 2. the reflected data were to be compared to the data
taken with no reflecting speei?n©n 5 a place and an analysis made
on the basis of a possible sM ft in the peak gamma radiation,
or a change in slope (counts per ninute versus angular position)
as the detector was rotated about the specimen, or perhaps a
small increase in counting rate at a detector position well
off the center line. Por this analysis, it was not considered
necessary to plot and record the net counting rates obtained
but rather it was desired to indicate the background observed
and then compare the results of total counting rate versus
detector position. With tiis Ln asinfl then, Table 8 Bhowfl the
data obtained for an initial condition with no reflect
i
specimen in position. R^ and (Tt represent the total counting
rate observed and the standard deviation for that counting
rate, respectively. Figure 7 is a plot of the data of Table 2
with tho background activity Indicated as a cross-hatched band
to show trie deviation.
The first specimen to be tested for reflective properties
was specimen 1, the copper electrodeposit>d curved element.
Table 5 is a tabulation of the eounting rste observed versus
the detector position when the specimen was aliened for reflec-
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Background 3045 10 304.5
-50 4154 10 415,4 .5
-SO 4233 10 423.3 6.6
-10 7068 10 706.8 8.4
- 5 10450 10 1045.0 10.2
19496 10 1949.6 14.0
6 11400 10 1140.0 1^.7
10 7130 10 719.0 8.5
20 4649 10 464.9 6.8
30 5618 10 381.8 6.2
40 o643 10 od4.3 6.2
46 5263 10 3b6.o 5.7
60 330S 10 330.2 5.3
60 3227 10 322.7 5.7
tion. As before, the standard deviations are also tabulated
Cor the total counting rate observed. These data are plotted
in Figure 3 in the B ier and to the sa;ne scale a3 the
data of I tor'! 7.











































30 -20 -10 10 20 30 40 50 60
DETECTOR POSITION (DEGREES)
Figure 7. Oanraa survey with no specimen In place (unreflected)

Table 3. Jamma survey for reflection using specimen number 1,









Back -round 3376 10 337. 5.8
-30 29,22 b 444.4 9.4
-20 2077 5 415.4 9.1
-10 3847 5 769.4 12.4
- 5 567? 5 1134.4 15.1
4548 5 909.6 13.5
5 4309 6 861.8 13.2
10 3707 6 741.6 12.0
20 2309 f 461. 8 9.6
50 2136 6 427.2 9.2
40 191? 6 989.4 8.7
50 1811 5 362.2 8.5
60 1819 5 363.8 8. 9
men 2, a portion of a zinc crystal in which the individual basal
planes were bent through an angle of approximately 20° while the
segment of crystal as a whole was bent through approximately
60°, The data are plotted in . 1 ore 9 in the same manner as
the previous sets of data.









































-30 -20 -10 10 20 30 40 50 60
DETECTOR POSITION (DEGREES)
Figure 8. Uarana survey with copper electrodeposited specimen.
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Background 3036 10 303.6 5.5
-30 4119 10 411.9 5.3
-SO 3716 10 371.6 6.1
-10 4169 10 416.9 C.5
- 5 ^945 10 994.5 10.0
14285 10 1428.5 12.0
5 9087 10 908.7 9.5
10 4957 10 495.7 7.0
15 4269 10 426.9 6.5
20 4323 10 432.3 6.6
30 3658 10 355.8 6.0
40 3366 10 336.6 5.8
50 3146 10 314.6 5.6
60 3207 10 320.7 5.7
6, 7, and 8 and plotted in rigures 10 and 11 are presented In
a slightly different manner. In order to compare) the curves
which in theory represented reflective data and scattering data,
it was deemed desirable to plot them on the same graph. Since
































n jl . L
-30 -20 -10 10 20 30 40 50 60
DETECTOR POSITION (DEGREES)
Figure 9. ciaaima spectrum with specimen 2 t r.lno crystal.
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Table 5. wameia survey, specimen 3, reflection data
Detector Total Length R. R.
position count of count





zround 2512 10 251.2 251.2 251.2 .0
-30 4171 10 417.1 251.2 165.9 6.5 .2
-20 3345 10 o.:-4.5 251.2 133.3 6.2 7.9
-10 6 150 10 615.0 251.2 363.3 7.9 9.4
- 5 10582 10 1058.2 251.2 B07.0 10." 11.3
16374 10 1537.4 251.2 l^Sc.O 12.4 13.4
5 8972 10 827.2 251.2 646.0 9.5 10.7
10 5949 10 894*9 251.2 o<3.7 7.7 9.2
16 4365 10 486.3 251.2 235.1 7.0 8.6
20 4032 10 403.? 251.2 152.0 6.4 8.1
30 5504 10 3!;0.4 251.2 99.2 5.9 7.7
40 3004 10 300.4 251.2 £7.2 .6 7.6
50 2989 10 25*6.9 8ex . o 47.7 .5 7.4
60 2349 10 4.9 251.2 33.7 5.3 7.5
necessary fco compute fche net counting rates and net values of
the standard deviation to make tixo comparisons more tnst< ul<
?&&!• 5 is a tabulation vl tLo data obtain *.th sr>oci-
Ma 3, a curved zinc crystal lr; wr*ich the bac 1 planes \?oro
bent through an angle of apprexittfctely 60° vhlXt the cr/~ l,
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t \ \ r% n
degrees min* ipmt cpra. cpm. cpm. cpw.
background fSXfl 10 <i51 • c <dO * . C- Ml o 5.0
-30 v»m 10 398. 8 251 o 2 147.6 G.3 0.0
-20 3660 10 366.0 251.2 114.8 6.1 7.9
-10 6233 10 623.3 251.2 372.1 7.9 9.4
- 5 9673 10 I; 67.
3
251.2 71C.1 1/ . 'J *. i- • 1
15813 10 1581.3 251.2 1330.1 12.6 13. 5
5 8683 10 860.3 251.2 617.1 9.3 10.6
10 5977 10 597.7 251.2 346.5 7.7 9.2
15 4745 10 474.5 251.2 223.3 6.9 0.5
20 3958 10 395.8 251.2 144.6 6.3 0.0
50 3585 10 350.5 251.2 107.3 6.0 7.8
40 33.68 10 316.8 251.2 65.6 5.6 7.5
50 3051 10 305.1 251.2 53.9 5.5 7.4
60 2846 10 284.6 251.2 33.4 5.3 7.3
as a whole, was bent through approximately 90° • As before, R.
represents the total counting rate observed and (T. is the
standard deviation calculated for that counting rate. R.
represents the value of the background activity observed and
Rn represents the net counting rate which was taken as R. -
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Background 1762 10 176.2 176.2 176.2 4.2
-SO 4231 10 423.1 176.2 841 .9 6.5 7.7
-20 3765 10 375.6 176.2 199.3 6,1 7.4
«10 6419 10 641.9 176.2 465.7 8.0 9.0
- 1 10335 10 1038.3 176.2 862.1 10.2 11.
10122 10 1012.'> 176.2 836.0 10.1 10.9
6 7S76 10 Wl . 176.2 '.11.4 8.9 9,8
10 6560 10 .0 176.2 379.8 7.5 3.
6
15 4963 10 4^6.3 176.2 320.1 7.1 8.2
20 4086 10 40 8.6 17(U 232.4 6.4 7.7
50 3631 10 363.1 176.2 186.9 6.0 7.3
40 3260 10 325.0 176.2 148.8 5.7 7.1
50 si 19 302.6 176.2 126.4 5.5 6.9
60 2918 1J 291.8 176.2 115.6 5.4 6.8
R^. The net standard deviation (T^ was computed as the square
root of the suns of the squares of the deviation for the hack-











R t Rb 1n
r
% ^n
degrees /aln. cpm. cpm* cpm. cpm. com.
ftkgPVUBd 1754 10 176.4 175.4 175.4 4.2
-30 4253 20 425.8 17b.
4
250.4 6.5 7.8
-20 3634 10 383.4 175.4 203.0 6.2 7.5
-10 623£ 10 623.5 175.4 448.1 7.9 8.9
- £ 9379 10 987. 9 175.4 812.6 9.9 10.8
10 766 10 1076.5 175.4 901.1 10.4 11.2
5 7665 10 766.5 175.4 591.1 0.8 9.7
10 £607 10 560.7 175.4 586.3 7.5 8.6
15 5171 10 517.1 175.4 341.7 7.2 8.3
20 5360 10 386. J 175.4 210.6 6.2 7.5
30 3426 10 542.6 175.4 167.4 5.9 7.2
40 3032 10 303.2 175.4 127.8 5.5 6.9
50 2967 10 2S5.7 175.4 120.3 5.4 6.9
60 2394 10 239.4 175.4 64.0 4.9 6. A
where
^rT 4rt , 2 (TV* . Cit)
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30 -20 -10 10 20 30 40
DETECTOR POSITION (DEGREES)
50 60
Figure 10 Jarama survey about specimen 3, zinc crystal, with
reflection data and scattering data superimposed.
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10 10 20 30 40
DETECTOR POSITION (DEGREES)
Figure 11* Gamma survey about specimen 4 f four zinc crystals,




I a standard deviat-ion nf the ob##rv»d counting
rate for each individual detector position.
Tai?"».o 6 is a tabulation of the data ob ; -lined With the same
specimen as above after the crystal had beon rotated thmra
an angle of ±0° so tnat the colximated beam was no longer
incident to the reflective planes at the critical angle or
less. The data frora both these tables (b and 6) are [lotted
in Fi.rure 10 for ease in comparison.
Tables 7 and 8 are a tabulation of the same type of data
as lust described with four rinc crystals aliened for reflec-
tion (specimen 4) and the data are plotted in Figure 11 •
The data which were obtained during the initial posi-
tioning of the specimens for reflection have not been included
in the report for several reasons. The specimens were rotated
through approximately 20° in 5 minute increments and a count
was taken at each new position for a total of approximately
240 values of counting rate for each specimen mounted. It was
felt that these data were excessively voluminous and would not
contribute anything of significance to the report since it
served only to orient the specimens and did not lend itself
to a determination of the critical angle involved.
The data which were obtained in the latter portion of the
experimentation involved a comparison of two sets of data in
which small differences were rather significant. In order to
avoid any possible variation in the application of a smooth
curve to the data such that it would tend to improve or detract
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fron the **su3&l obtained, It v/na felt that the us© of straight
lines to Join the individual points wotxld allow a more honest
evaluation ~f *he resuite* For the sa^e of eoi&inuity then,




In order to evaluate the results obtained with the first
two reflective specimens, the initial condition which Il-
lustrates the gamma radiation pattern before a reflective
specimen was placed in the apparatus must be examined closely.
This is given in Figure 7 with a tabulation in Table 2. One
would normally expect that the radiation pattern would be
symmetrical about the colllmated baas which in every case was
taken to be along the zero decree position of the detector.
In addition, one would expect a rather narrow band of radiation
which would drop off rapidly as the detector was >noved off the
axis of the colllmated beam since the collimators were designed
to yield a cone of 20 minutes. The broadness of the band of
radiation which was obtained can be explained by a considera-
tion of the scintillation detector. For this data, the
detector was positioned 7 Inches from the center of rotation
of the rotating platform so that its one inch aperture In-
cluded an angle of approximately 8.2 degrees. In addition to
this, the detector was designed to discriminate sharply against
radiation only if it were more than 15° off the axis of the
probe. Since the colllmated beam was quite narrow, the con-
clusion was drawn that the broadness of the peak intensity was
due entirely to the charact eristics of the detector. Had the
apparatus been designed for oollimation at the detector, this
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would have been avoided but would hav- nade the experimenta-
tion more difficult in view of the necessary repeated Move-
ments of the detector. Since ell the data were taken under
- conditions, it was felt that final results would be
unaffected by this characteristic of the icasureneni s. The
slight lack of symmetry which was recorded was probably due
in part to statistical variation and in part to slight errors
on the part of the operator in positioning the detector.
The data obtained with the electrod ©posited copper speci-
men aligned for reflection are tabulated in Table Z and
plotted in Figure 8, The problem of alignment of this speci-
men In a favorable position for reflection to occur was the
most difficult of all the specimens since no really definite
decrease in counting rate was observed as it was rotated
through 5 minute Increments. On the basis of the data obtained,
a "most likely" position for reflection was set and a survey
made of the radiation about the element as given in Figure 8,
It was noted that the peak Intensity of the radiation leaving
the specimen had shifted from the eentorline of the collimated
beam to a point 6° to the left of the beam as one views the
source froi the detector. This deflection was in a direction
opposite to that which was expected since all the specimens
had been curved and mounted so as to cause the incident radia-
tion to reflect into the positive angle sector or to the right
of the collimated beam. The concision which was drawn here

•was that the shift In maximum intensity of the radiation was
due entirely to scattering. The non- symmetrical pattern can
be explained by noting that the specimen was curved Into the
positive quadrant* hence, at plus 5° the photons had to scat-
ter through approximately 40 T>er cent more natorial than at
~5° and had more opportunity to spread over a broad or sector.
The r: all dor of the d&v® outside of the plus to minus 5°
sector shows little variation from the initial condition with
no reflection except for the slight Inopa&sa la counting rate
observed at -*50 degrees* This was attributed to scattering;
fvor; a wail which was located on the left side of the ap-
>fttuft a An Increased counting rate at this position was noted
with each specimen throughout the axparl rtent and was in every
case attributed to scattering from the wall* To avoid repeti-
tion, no further coiiont will be made on this point in the
subsequent data*
The data which were obtained using the zinc crystal {speci-
men 2) are tabulated in Table 4 and plotted in Figure 9.
Comparison of this data with the initial condition brought up
the following observations: the intensity of the gamma radiation
on the eontorlin© was decreased by 27 per cent; the decrease in
counting rate ^as not as sharp whan the detector was moved off
the aa&tarlln* as in hm Initial condition, and a small but
definite 1 crease in counting rate was o oserved at *20°. (
decrease in counting rate at tha en torline was attributed to
Compton scattering which accounts for approximately 99 per cent
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of the ganraa interactions in Einc at this energy as ditsr lued
by Davisson an? Uttl (13). If one could substantiate the
theory of reflection of the radiation, then a portion of this
decrease in counting rate could be attributed to the reflection
of the photons through an tingle such as to escape detection
with the detector at the center position. The slight broaden-
ing of the radiation pattern about the eonterllne can be
explained by noting that, t; e sane condition exists here as did
with the copper specimen j that is^ scattered radiation need
pass through less material to reach the detector when It is
set at the -5° position than when it is set at the +5° posi-
tion. It was noted, however, that the large discrepancy
present with the copper specimen between the count* nf rates at
these two positions was not evident here and this was t-.nken to
icate that some photons rairjht have been reflected through
small angles so that they were detected at *6°. unfortunately,
not enough evidence exists to aafea this statement nore positive.
The slir*ht increase in th tl . rate at the *20° position
git also be explain©'* b> concluding that it is the result of
lected photons but again the evidence was rather sccnty
and certainly not conclusive glut) one considers that the data
are based on a 68 per cent confidence level. owever s on the
basis of the data obtained, the oonol si on was drawu that a
tendency for 7 etlon did exist but thfct & -ore positive leani
for comparison was re-i-Ired sirce the percentage of Lnoidc
gamma rays which were reflected seemed to be rather small.
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As described earlier, it was suspected that a comparison
of refloated data versus scattered data fron a aiiigle specimen
would yield more positive result*, and the remainoer of the
experiniantal data was taken with this la mind. The next
specimen chosen for analysis was a small segment of a zinc
crystal (specimen 5) approximately one inch in length which was
oent to a radius of curvature of 2*S3 cm. so that the oasal
piane3 were curved though an angle of approximately 60° • Tne
data obtained with tills crystal aligned for reflection are
taoulated in Table b and plot t-eu in Figure 10. The rotating
platform and crystal were then rotated counter-ciocitwloe as a
unit through an angle of 10° so that the coillmated ^eam was
no longer incident at the critical angle or less. The data
. alned with the crystal in this position are taoulated in
Table 6 and plotted in Figure 10. *?he curves of i igure 10
show a decrease in the counting rate on the center line of the
order of 3.3 per cent with the erystal aligned for reflection
As opposed to scattering. is would lead one to suspect that
seme of the incident radiation was reflected tborough an angle
and therob/ esoapeo detection at the zero degree position*
1th this hypothesis, one wo.iid next assume that the reflected
photo&a wo^io a- ear la the positive quadrant and would be
observed a3 a general increase in the count ing rate over the
curve for scattering, as expected, the curves do show that an
increase 1] Btlng r*te was present when tha crystal was
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alip-ned for r: flection fron +4° to +25° and this »a» inter-
preted as a rather definte in it cat! I small percentage
of the Incident photons had indeed been reflected through large
angles* The Increase in the counting rate vhon the detector
was set at the -5° position asn remaps best >jo explained by
showing the relation of the basal plants to one another la
the crystal after bending. If one inscribes a Bartafl of
parallel lines on tha t4go of I deck of sarda such that the
planes containing tiiesa Ilnat ur* perpendicular to the ed^e
and nake an angle of SO with the plana8 parallel to tha face
of the cards, a ratheV cmd.% but effective repreaen "ation has
been made of the orientation of the basal planet? 1- zinc
cr-stals which were used, [j? ore then bends t: © se cards about
so^.e cylindrical object and observes tha lines which represent
the basal planes, It will bo scon that the planes are no longer
parallel because tney have slipped as tht y were bont« OS*
align Lb one's light so that it Is tangent to the leading t:.
of mid-plane, ore can see that wr lie lost of the planaa are
carved to one sice of the line of sight, sere of tha planss
are curve so that they would reflect, phot on 8 in the Bits
direction* This is what has oaan postulated for the arrange*-
f.ent of the planaS in t i and tht Increased counting
rete at -5° is then explained by the theory that 80 1 e -f tha
scattered photons intercepted the nlnnes which were aurrsd
initially into the negative sector and refl r a
ion of the arc of the planes until they were scattered out
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of the material. The Increased counting rate from -20 to
-30° results as before fro* scattering froii the wall and is
greater for tho reflective case since Tore photons MWi
r-flooted into the negative sector than in the scattering con-
dition,
i r/iie basis of these results, a neana was sought which
wo jId increase tiie percent a. of the photons reflected and
substantiate the theory '.ore effectively* To accomplish this,
an attempt was Mi* to align four crystals on the rotating
platform together to increase the nunber of basal plants from
*hich the photons oo;;ld reflect. Each of the four crystals
was bent to I radius of curvature of 1*0 inches so that the
basal planes were curved tfcrougn as angle so .iewhat reater
%hma 60° and the crystals themselves through approxi/.tately
I'SO decrees. They were then alignsd on© behind another as
ahown Ir firs . -.fortunately the nature of the experi-
mental arrangement did not permit the operator to align each
individual crystal in such a manner that its planes ?ore
properly oriented for reflection to era ur. 'or t is portion
of the experiment, it was necesanry to be content with a manual
aii-nnont of each crystal with tha collimated bSSJB with a
probable accuracy of not better than *?°. 'a lie it .fas known
that triia did not represent the most satisfactory condition,
it was felt that the ae iron for the critical angle M
result in aligning at. least the first crystal w • MMM so
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that reflection wouli occur and that the planes of the crystals
aliened behind! It wc.J.d at least accept a snail percent, a ?,e of
the scattered photons at the critical angle and thereby
increase the percentage of total photons reflected. The data
which were obtained with the crystals aligned for reflection
are tabulated in Table 7 and plotted with ft solid line
Figure 11. The plat for crystals were then rotated
clockwise through an arbitrarily chosen angle of 10° to insure
that the collimated beam was no longer incident at the proper
angle for reflection to occur and a survey was nade as before
of the gamma radiation which was reflected and scattered.
These data have been tabulated in Table 9 and plotted in
are 11.
Comparing the reflected data to the- scattered data in
Figure 11, one can see that a similar pattern exists as did
with the previous spectrin. The number of photons #ere
detected on the contorllne showed a decrease of approximately
7.2 per cent and a general increase of tne order of 10 per
cent over a broad sector from 16° to 60°. ihis pattern was
interpreted as a rather definite Indication that photons had
bean deflected through XftFge angles by repeated reflections
from the crystal planes. The increased counting rate in the
negative sector is believed to have been caused by the orienta-
tion of some of the crystal planes such that they curved
initially into the negative quadrant as explained above. n
.
to
add it' on, attention she; Id be called again to the fact that
the scintillation detscior eo..:ld not discriminate sharply
o
against photons only 5 olV I a axis; of the ,:roba and thus a
sizeable portion of the M I .on detected at -b° included
photons on the axis of the coi.iiraated beam.
'ihe results of t ~s experimentation indicate that large
scale dafloction of gnaM rays through repeated reflections
trtm a curved surface can be obtained utilizing crystal planes
as curved elements* It is strongly recommended that farther
study be continued toward the attainment of an arrangement of
curved elements which can secure a large aoile deflection of
ga-mma rays with a higher order of efficiency than was evident
with the spec! tiens chosen for tr is study.
It was felt that the results obtained could have own
Improved considerably with the following cnodificationa in the
procedure and equipment*
i. Several types of single crystals should have b&&n
outalned and the values of the critical angles
required for reflection determined by measurement
rather tnan by hypothesis. This would probably be
the raoat fruitful field of research towar i the veri-
fication and advancement of the theory of gamma ray
reflection.
2. if crystals were chosen for further st idy of large
scale photon deflection, the acquisition of a freshly
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,;rown, unstressed" # single crystal vould be sought
wit'. slightly grai | . tSloni I] MM
.rein and with the tt&tt dense plants aliened paral-
lel to the Iftngesl dimension* It was .i*lt fthrt the
results obtained were Inhibited by trie fvet that trie
zinc crystals us*
I
bean stressed prior to use as
reflecting surfaces. In addition, the basal planes
were oriented so that the gJMMM dimension was ef
the order of one-half Inch 80 that they had to be
bent rather sharply to obtain a large d "lection.
lis detracted frorr* the advantage of using fi single
crystal in that a greater number of imperfections
were necessarily Introduced*
3* The experimental arrangement should be nor} 5. .fled to
allow for a sharper die crimination against radiation
off the axis of the detector than was obtained here-
in. This would be particularly helpful la the
analysis of the date obtained at positions enly a
few degrees off the axis of the colli nated bea .
4. A positive weans should be devised for the allgnsr-r.nt
of the curved elements with the oollimated beam*
'"bile the method used was found to be satisfactory,
r.uch would be rained If a predetermined critical




i'Ls u^c :f an elastrodspositsd furred iU.'«eni; ai a
reflecting surface do ITS u good deal of furthoF ifcufSy* *&•
dence bftJB eo^n given In the 1.1 be r 1 ':. „re that Uftl are formed
during thfl tXestredepOSl tion of tapper aad trial toisse twins
fire roughly parallel to the surfa.sc upon -ahich the copper is
deposited. A Study along tnis Una would probably have to
begin \7ith a detailed srudy of tne meehanisri of elestro*
deposition vlth a view toward ostabllahln ..; tie coriJitlo
required for such a structure to be formd.
The importance of the theory of gftaN r
.
Loa can-
not be ovor-empha3lsed since it represents a possible oeftai
for the design arid the construction of a llghter**weigjit shield
than is presently available. The development of a light-
weight gamma ray shield based on the absorption of gsama rays
does not show much promise atnee it has be tows* GlassteM
(10), that the weight of a gamaa ray shield is essentially
independent of the material selected if one is to rely solely
on absorption. At the present tl&e, the aircraft industry
Is seriously hampered in its ei'forts to launch a nucle
I
powered aircraft largely due to the weight of the shielding
which is required. : it: the hope that the end results will be
evident in the construe tion of a light-weight vat space- saving





The following conclusions were drawn from a consideration
of the theory involved and the experimental ratttltai
1. Despite the fact that zinc crystGls do not represent
the most efficient material for reflection of gafltt
rays, large scalo deflections through repeated
reflections from curved crystal planes are in evi-
dence.
2. Improved results can be obtained with various refine-
ments In the experimental arrangement and mor
selective choice of materials.
5. The use of an alectrodeposl ted, curved element for
the reflection of gamma rays is worthy of further
study.
4. A study of the use of a single curved element as a
reflecting surface should yield very significant
results but will probably not be useful in the con-
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